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Abstract—With the development of cloud computing 

technology, effective task scheduling can help people improve 

work efficiency. Therefore, this study presented a hybrid 

algorithm on the grounds of simulated annealing and taboo 

search to optimize task scheduling in cloud computing. This 

study presented a hybrid algorithm for optimizing the cloud 

computing task scheduling model. The model used simulated 

annealing algorithm and taboo search algorithm to convert the 

objective function into an energy function, allowing atoms to 

quickly arrange in terms of a certain rule for obtaining the 

optimal solution. The study analyzed the model through 

simulation experiments, and the experiment showed that the 

optimal value of the hybrid algorithm in high-dimensional 

unimodal testing was 7.15E-247, far superior to the whale 

optimization algorithm's 3.99E-28 and the grey wolf optimization 

algorithm's 1.10E-28. The completion time of the hybrid 

algorithm decreased with the growth of virtual machines, and the 

shortest time was 8.6 seconds. However, the load balancing 

degree of the hybrid algorithm increased with the growth of 

virtual machines. The final results indicated that the proposed 

hybrid algorithm exhibits high efficiency and superior 

performance in cloud computing task scheduling, especially when 

dealing with large-scale and complex optimization problems. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

As the boost of Cloud Computing (CC) technology, it has 
been the preferred platform for modern enterprises and 
research institutions to handle large-scale data and complex 
computing tasks [1]. In this context, an efficient CC Task 
Scheduling (TS) strategy is crucial for optimizing resource 
allocation, improving processing efficiency, and reducing 
operational costs [2]. TS, as a core issue in CC environments, 
directly affects the overall efficiency and user satisfaction of 
cloud services [3-4]. At present, many optimization algorithms 
have been proposed in the field of CC TS, but these 
algorithms still face many challenges when handling 
large-scale, multi-objective, and dynamically changing 
scheduling problems [5-6]. Therefore, to solve the problem of 
how to achieve high efficiency and economy in TS in CC 
while ensuring service quality, a hybrid optimization 
algorithm based on Simulated Annealing (SA) and Taboo 
Search (TS) is proposed. This algorithm combines the global 
search capability of SA and the efficient optimization 
characteristics of TS, and can solve multi-objective 

optimization problems in CC TS. The innovation of this 
research lies in effectively combining the advantages of two 
optimization algorithms for enhancing TS. 

The main contribution of the research is to propose a 
hybrid optimization algorithm combining SA and TS to 
effectively solve the multi-objective optimization problem of 
CC TS, and provide practical and feasible solutions for the 
field of CC. This method can improve the efficiency and 
economy of TS while ensuring service quality. This algorithm 
outperforms traditional single optimization methods, 
especially in handling large-scale and dynamically changing 
scheduling tasks. The research mainly verifies the 
effectiveness of the model in improving the overall efficiency 
and user satisfaction of cloud services through performance 
analysis. 

The research structure mainly includes six sections. 
Section II is for summarizing the research results of scholars 
around the world on SA and CC TS. Section III is for building 
a CC TS model and analyze the application of SA and TS 
algorithms in the model. Section IV analyzes the performance 
of the constructed model through testing functions and 
simulation experiments. Discussion is given in Section V. 
Finally, Section VI concludes the paper. 

II. RELATED WORKS 

As the boost of CC, a good scheduling algorithm can 
effectively help enhance the efficiency of CC. SA has been 
extensively utilized due to its powerful search capabilities. 
Zolfi K et al. studied the continuous form of multi-layer 
dynamic facility layout problem, using an approximate 
Optimal Solution (OS) method of SA metaheuristic algorithm, 
and running the proposed algorithm in MATLAB software. 
Through experimental results analysis, SA successfully found 
suitable solutions for each test case, and comparative 
experiments showed that SA has better solving ability [7]. 
Moradi N proposed a new population-based SA algorithm and 
applied it to solve the 0-1 knapsack problem. The calculation 
results indicated that the proposed population-based SA is the 
most effective optimization algorithm for KP01 among all SA 
based solvers, achieving the goal of putting projects with total 
profits into the backpack [8]. Abdel Asset M et al. proposed a 
hybrid version of the Harris Hawks optimization algorithm on 
the grounds of bitwise operations and simulated annealing 
(HHOBSA) for addressing feature selection problems. They 
compared and analyzed the proposed HHOBSA algorithm 
using 24 standard datasets and 19 manual datasets, and found 
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from the relevant outcomes that the HHOBSA algorithm 
possesses more excellent performance compared to others [9]. 
Tanha M et al. proposed a new theorem and applied it to 
generate an initial population of semiconductors. In genetic 
algorithms (GA) with global trends, it performed crossover 
operators to explore the search space. After obtaining the 
appropriate solution, it would randomly call one of the three 
novel neighbor operators to potentially enhance the given 
solution. The relevant outcomes showed that relative to other 
comparative algorithms, the proposed hybrid algorithm has 
advantages of 10.17%, 9.31%, 7.76%, and 8.21% in terms of 
production span, plan length ratio, acceleration, and efficiency, 
respectively [10]. Fontes D and other researchers proposed a 
Hybrid Particle Swarm Optimization Simulated Annealing 
Algorithm (PSOSA) to solve job shop scheduling problems. 
This method integrated the search capability of particle swarm 
optimization (PSO) with the local search advantage of SA to 
handle the integrated scheduling of production and 
transportation in manufacturing systems. Extensive 
computational experiments validated the effectiveness of 
PSOSA on 73 benchmark instances. The results showed that 
the algorithm outperforms existing technologies in shortening 
manufacturing cycles and exit times, and demonstrated a high 
degree of robustness [11]. 

There are also many scholars who have conducted 
different analyses on CC TS models. Fu X et al. studied the 
process of cloud TS and presented a PSO genetic hybrid 
algorithm with phagocytic effect. Firstly, it divided each 
generation of particle swarm and used the phagocytic 
mechanism and GA's cross mutation to change the position of 
particles in the subpopulation. Then, a feedback mechanism 
was utilized for ensuring that the particle population always 
moves in the direction of the OS. Through the simulation, the 
algorithm markedly enhanced the overall Completion Time 
(CT) of cloud tasks and possessed higher convergence 
accuracy [12]. Hamed A Y et al. presented a TS algorithm on 
the grounds of GA. The goal of this algorithm was for 
minimizing the CT and execution cost of tasks, and 
maximized resource utilization. The outcomes showcased that 
the proposed method can find the OS for CT, execution cost, 
and resource utilization [13]. Pirozmand et al. proposed a 
two-step hybrid method for scheduling tasks that perceive 
energy and time, called GA and energy aware scheduling 
heuristic on the grounds of GA. The first step included 
determining the priority of the task, and the second step 
included assigning the task to the processor. They determined 
the priority of the task and generated the primary chromosome, 
and used an energy aware scheduling heuristic model for 
assigning the task to the processor. The simulation showcases 
that the proposed algorithm can outperform others [14]. 
Bezdan T et al. presented a hybrid bat algorithm on the 
grounds of multi-objective TS, and conducted experiments on 
the CloudSim toolkit utilizing standard parallel workloads and 
synthetic workloads. It compared the obtained results with 
other similar meta heuristic techniques evaluated in the same 
situation. The simulation showcased the enormous potential of 
their proposed method [15]. Khan M and other scholars 
proposed a TS method based on hybrid optimization 

algorithms, aiming at effectively scheduling jobs in CC 
environments and minimizing waiting time. This method 
combined the advantages of ant colony algorithm and PSO, 
improving task allocation and resource utilization. Through 
simulation testing, the scheduling strategy showed better 
performance than traditional methods in multiple parameters 
such as total production time, execution time, waiting time, 
efficiency, and utilization. This study highlighted the 
practicality and efficiency of hybrid optimization strategies in 
handling large-scale CC resource allocation [16]. 

In summary, although the above studies have achieved 
good results in their respective application scenarios, these 
research methods still have certain limitations. Most studies 
only focus on a single algorithm, lacking consideration for the 
diverse and dynamic characteristics of CC environments. 
Therefore, this study constructs a CC TS model from the 
perspective of combining multiple algorithms. By combining 
the advantages of SA's extensive search ability and TS's fast 
search, a CC TS model on the grounds of SA hybrid algorithm 
is proposed. 

III. CONSTRUCTION OF CC TS MODEL WITH IMPROVED SA 

ALGORITHM 

This study focuses on the TS problem of CC. Firstly, a 
scheduling model for CC will be constructed, and the basic 
principles of CC TS will be analyzed. Aiming at addressing 
the issues of low efficiency and high resource consumption in 
TS, this study aims to optimize and improve the CC TS model 
using the search capability of SA. Meanwhile, it adopts TS 
algorithm for adopting the convergence of the TS model. This 
is to build an efficient and reasonable scheduling algorithm 
that reduces costs while improving user satisfaction. 

A. Construction of CC Scheduling Model 

With the advent of the information age, the amount of data 
information is constantly increasing, and the demand for 
server integration is increasing. Many high-performance 
storage technologies have emerged. These technologies have 
driven the advancement of virtualization technology, and with 
the continuous development and integration of various 
technologies, CC with stronger computing power and a wider 
range of application services has emerged. An example of CC 
is showcased in Fig. 1. In Fig. 1, CC is described as a 
multi-layered architecture that includes an infrastructure layer, 
a platform layer, and an application layer. The Infrastructure 
as a Service (IaaS) layer provides virtualized physical 
computing resources such as servers, storage, and network 
facilities. Platform as a Service (PaaS) provides development 
tools and runtime environments that enable developers to 
build and deploy applications. The application layer Software 
as a Service (SaaS) provides software applications directly to 
end users. The figure also shows that how cloud services are 
provided, namely the concepts of public cloud, private cloud, 
and hybrid cloud. In addition, the dynamic allocation process 
of CC resources is also reflected in the figure. Through this 
model, CC can maximize the utilization of resources, optimize 
computing power, and reduce the operating costs of 
enterprises. 
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Fig. 1. CC example diagram. 

Fig. 1 shows that CC is an Internet-based computing 
method, which offers shared processing resources and data for 
computers or other devices, and is a configurable computing 
resource that can be accessed as needed. CC is the 
advancement of parallel, distributed, and grid computing, 
which is a comprehensive evolution of concepts. Therefore, 
CC has advantages such as large-scale, high reliability, 

virtualization, high scalability, on-demand services, 
universality, and low cost, while also having disadvantages 
such as high dependence on networks and data security issues. 
In a cloud environment, TS first abstracts different types of 
hardware resources into Virtual Machines (VMs) using 
virtualization, then deploys tasks to these VMs, and finally the 
VMs execute these tasks. The TS model on the grounds of CC 
generally consists of two layers of scheduling. The first layer 
mainly solves the problem of matching VM resources with 
user tasks. The second layer mainly solves the problem of how 
to match VMs and physical machines [13]. The specific 
scheduling model of CC is showcased in Fig. 2. 

Fig. 2 shows that the model has n tasks, m VMs, and k 
physical machines. The first layer of job level scheduling 
focuses on how to map tasks to VMs. The second layer of 
facility level scheduling focuses on how to allocate VMs to 
physical machines. When scheduling resources in CC, it is 
necessary to ensure that tasks are executed before the deadline, 
while also balancing the system's load and improving resource 
utilization. Therefore, it is crucial for introducing an efficient 
resource scheduling algorithm into the CC scheduling model. 
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Fig. 2. CC scheduling model. 

B. A CC Scheduling Model on the Grounds of SA Algorithm 

SA essentially simulates the annealing process in 
thermodynamic systems, using the objective function as an 
energy function to slowly cool high-temperature objects and 
minimize the energy state of their internal molecules [14-16]. 
In SA, the atoms inside an object have multiple discrete states, 
each with corresponding state energy. After cooling, they 
reach thermal equilibrium, and the atoms are arranged 
according to a certain rule to reach a high-density, low-energy 
stable state. At this time, the stable state is equivalent to the 
global OS. SA will jump out of the local OS with a certain 
probability, which is directly relevant to the current state, 
temperature, and energy. The transition of annealing 
probability is shown in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3. Annealing probability transition diagram. 
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In Fig. 3, 
1x  serves as the number of iterations and 

2x  

serves as the energy of the object. The research assumes that 
the initial state is point A, and as the iterations grows, the OS 
of the algorithm gradually updates to point B. At this point, 
the energy at point B is lower compared to point A, indicating 
that point B is closer to the OS. Therefore, the OS is directly 
transferred to point B. After reaching point B, the model 
continues to iterate and update, and the energy value increases. 
At this point, following the gradient descent rule does not 
allow the search to continue forward, and the algorithm will 
jump out of the local OS on the grounds of the state. Through 
repeated iterations, the final algorithm's OS will stabilize at 
point D. In SA, if time conditions permit, the higher the initial 
temperature set, the larger the search algorithm can perform, 
and the initial solution can be represented by Formula (1). 

0

exp( ) 1


 
f

T
       (1) 

In Formula (1), f  represents the difference in fitness 

function. When the algorithm has a large initial temperature, it 
can give the algorithm enough opportunities for jumping out 
of the local OS and achieve quasi equilibrium during iteration. 
But if the initial temperature is set too high, it will greatly 
increase the iterations and reduce its efficiency. Therefore, it is 
necessary to choose an appropriate initial temperature and 
ensure that the algorithm can obtain an approximate OS within 
the appropriate time. The speed of temperature update will 
affect the number of iterations and accuracy. The study uses 
temperature update as showcased in Formula (2). 

( 1) ( ) T k T k        (2) 

In Formula (2),   represents the cooling parameter, 

which ranges from 0.5 to 0.99, ( )T k  represents the current 

temperature, and ( 1)T k  represents the temperature at the 

next time step. The expression of ( )T k  is shown in Formula 

(3). 

0( )
( )

 


L k T
T k

L
      (3) 

In Formula (3), L  serves as the total iterations, k  

serves as the current number of iterations, and 
0T  serves as 

the initial temperature. The temperature update function can 
simply control the rate of temperature decrease, ensuring that 
the difference between control parameters remains unchanged. 
SA also includes Markov chain length and termination criteria. 
The length of the Markov chain represents the transformation 
interval generated by the Metropolis criterion during iteration, 
and the finite sequence Markov chain specifies the range of 
the algorithm's search space. The ending criterion of SA is 
generally set to three conditions, which are: when the 
temperature drops to a very small positive number and the 
temperature that has already dropped reaches a given constant. 
The current temperature has fallen into a local optimum and 
cannot escape from it. The local OS obtained by the algorithm 
is superior to the optimal value [17]. 

In CC scheduling, the optimization objectives of this study 

are system CT, system load balancing, and system execution 
cost. In the system CT, the user sends a task request, recording 
the task length as 

iTask , the VM processing speed as 
jMIPS , 

the TS and waiting time as 
stime . The execution time of each 

task is 
ijtime , and the time required for each VM for 

executing all sub tasks assigned to it is 
jT . The maximum CT 

of the system is shown in Formula (4) [18]. 
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Because the task requirements of users may involve 
computer related resources, the workload of VMs is 
represented by Formula (5) [19-20]. 
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In Formula (5), W  serves as the workload of the VM, 

jrcapacity  serves as the total capacity of VM resources, and 

rrequest  represents the total demand for VMs in all tasks. It 

simplifies the total workload of the VM through Formula (5), 
as shown in Formula (6). 
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The load balancing degree of the system is obtained 
through Formula (6), and its expression is shown in Formula 
(7). 
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In Formula (7), B  represents the load balancing degree. 

Regarding the optimization of system execution cost, the 
study represents the total execution cost per unit time of VMs 
as C , and the total execution time of VMs as T . The cost 

generated by a single VM and the total execution cost of the 
user are shown in Formula (8). 

1

( ) *

( )











j j

m

j

cost j c T

Cost cost j
      (8) 

For the overall evaluation model of the system, the study 
weights three optimization objectives and changes the focus of 
scheduling objectives by changing the weight coefficients. 
The specific expression is shown in Formula (9). 

1 2 3( ) * * *    C s Makespan B Cost     (9) 
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In Formula (10), 
1 , 

2 , and 
3  respectively represent 

the weight coefficients of the three optimization objectives. 

( )C s  represents the value of the system objective function, 

and the smaller the fitness function value, the more excellent 
the overall performance of the system. 

C. CC TS on the Grounds of SA Hybrid Algorithm 

Although SA has the capability of jumping out of local 
optima, as the temperature parameter gradually decreases, the 
search ability weakens, and it may eventually fall into local 
optima. In the process of finding the global OS, the 
convergence speed (CS) is relatively slow. Therefore, the 
study combines the fast convergence of SA with the efficient 
optimization of TS to obtain the Integrated Simulated 
Annealing and Taboo Search (ISATS) algorithm. The TS 
process adopted by the research is shown in Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 4. Taboo search algorithm flowchart. 

Fig. 4 shows the process in which the algorithm stores the 
searched candidate solutions in the taboo table during the 
search in the neighborhood. The solutions in the taboo table 
are prohibited from being searched again before being 
released. When a certain range of solutions are taboo, the 
contempt rule is used to release some OSs in the taboo table, 
thereby expanding the search range of the solution space and 
obtaining the global OS. In the ISATS algorithm, the study 
uses fitness variance to determine whether the algorithm is 
trapped in a local OS, and its expression is shown in Formula 
(10). 
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In Formula (11),   represents the variance of fitness, 

( )aff s  represents the average fitness, and 

 max ( ) ( )iaff s aff s  represents the maximum difference in 

fitness among the population. This study sets a reasonable 
judgment threshold of 

0 , and when 2

0   is met, it 

indicates that the algorithm has completed initial convergence. 
After introducing TS into the TS model, the workload factor 
of the VM is represented by Formula (11). 

max min

1


 


j j
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j j

T T
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T T
      (11) 

Formula (11) indicates that the longer the task execution 
time of a VM, the smaller the workload factor of the VM. The 
value of 

jB  determines the priority order of scheduling tasks. 

The study incorporates the workload factor of VMs into the 
Metropolis criterion, and the average workload factor of VMs 
is shown in Formula (12). 
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j
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      (12) 

In Formula (12), B  represents the average load factor of 

the VM. The smaller its value, the smaller the load difference 
between VMs, indicating a more balanced load. At this point, 
the probability of accepting new solutions decreases. When 
there is a significant difference in load between VMs, it will 
increase the probability of accepting new solutions and make 
the algorithm jump out of the current solution to find a more 
excellent solution. The specific steps for studying and 
constructing the ISATS hybrid algorithm are shown in Fig. 5. 

In Fig. 5, the study first utilizes the improved SA to 
quickly converge and obtain a current optimal task to VM 
mapping scheme. Then, this temporary optimal scheme is used 
as the initial solution of TS. In the subsequent process of 
adding the solution to the taboo table, the Metropolis criterion 
considering the load factor is introduced to achieve the goal of 
global optimization. The final scheme of task mapping to VM 
is obtained, and the task is executed using this result. Finally, 
Fig. 6 shows the pseudo-code of the ISATS hybrid algorithm. 

In Fig. 6, the ISATS algorithm first initializes the initial 
solution, and then finds the OS through the SA algorithm. In 
each iteration, the algorithm generates a new solution and uses 
the accept-reject criterion to decide whether to accept the new 
solution. As the iteration progresses, the algorithm updates the 
weights and optimization targets, and uses Taboo tables to 
limit the search scope. Finally, the algorithm outputs the 
processed data set for subsequent use or further analysis. The 
algorithm may need to be adjusted according to the 
characteristics of the actual problem. 
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Fig. 5. ISATS hybrid algorithm flowchart. 

Initialize initial solution (SA)

Set initial temperature T, cooling parameter p, maximum iteration count N

Define weights w1, w2, w3 for optimization objectives

DefineTaboo Table Length L

for i = 1 to N do:

    # Update temporary solution using SA

    temp_solution = SA algorithm to get optimal solution

    

    while true:

        # Generate new solution in the neighborhood

        new_solution = Generate_Neighborhood(temp_solution)

        

        # Metropolis criterion to accept or reject the new solution

        if Metropolis_Criterion(new_solution, temp_solution) < Threshold:

            break

        else:

            Accept new solutions (temp_solution = new_solution)

            Update taboo table (store new solutions in taboo table and record relevant 

information)

            

    # Update weights and optimization objectives

    Update weight coefficients w1, w2, w3 based on fitness function values

Update scheduling results based on optimization objectives

    

end for

 

Fig. 6. Pseudo code of ISATS hybrid algorithm. 
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IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF CC TS MODEL ON THE 

GROUNDS OF ISATS HYBRID ALGORITHM 

For the ISATS hybrid algorithm proposed in the study, 
preliminary performance analysis of the algorithm was 
conducted through testing functions. The algorithm's optimal 
value, worst value, average value, and Standard Deviation (SD) 
were evaluated, and the superiority of the model was verified 
by comparing the algorithms. Then, the study verified the 
application effect of the ISATS hybrid algorithm in CC 
scheduling through simulation experiments. The experiment 
evaluated and analyzed the task CT and load balancing degree. 

A. Test Functions and Parameter Settings 

This study was simulated using the Cloudsim cloud 
simulation platform. To evaluate the algorithm performance, 
three algorithms were applied to high-dimensional (HD) 
unimodal and HD multimodal test functions, and 20 
experiments were conducted. By comparing the optimal, 
average, worst fitness values, and SD obtained, it observed the 
convergence accuracy and stability. The comparative 
algorithms include Whale Optimization Algorithm (WOA), 
Grey Wolf Optimizer Algorithm (GWO), and ISATS algorithm. 
The specific selection of testing functions is showcased in 
Table I. 

The study selected two sets of HD unimodal functions and 
two sets of HD multimodal functions for testing, with 
dimensions of 30 for all four functions. The experiment was 
for testing the optimal performance by setting the parameters 
of the CC TS model and algorithm. The specific parameter 
settings are showcased in Table II. 

In the ISATS algorithm, the initial temperature was set to 
100 ℃, the cooling parameter was 0.9, the termination 
temperature was 1 ℃, and the population size was 150. The 

weight coefficients for CT, load balancing, and execution cost 
were 0.4, 0.3, and 0.3. In the experimental environment, the 
CPU model was selected as Inter i5 12400F, and the GPU was 
selected as GeForce RTX ™ 2080 Ti, with a memory size of 2 
* 8GB. 

B. Performance Analysis on the Grounds of Test Functions 

The study analyzed the performance of the ISATS 
algorithm through four testing functions, and the results of the 
HD unimodal testing function are showcased in Fig. 7. Fig. 
7(a) showcases the F1 test function results, where the optimal 
value of ISATS was 7.15E-247, which is significantly better 
than the 3.99E-28 of the WOA algorithm and the 1.10E-28 of 
the GWO algorithm. In the average and SD results, the 
average of ISATS was 1.27E-229, with a SD of 0. The results 
indicated that the ISATS algorithm exhibits extremely high 
stability and superior optimization ability in multiple runs. Fig. 
7(b) showcases the results of the F2 test function, where the 
optimal value of ISATS was 1.28E-144, which is also 
significantly better than WOA and GWO algorithms. This 
further proved that the ISATS algorithm has good optimization 
ability in the F2 test function. 

The outcomes of the HD multimodal test function are 
showcased in Fig. 8, where Fig. 8(a) and (b) represent the F3 
and F4 test function results, respectively. The outcomes 
showcased that the ISATS algorithm has significantly 
improved CS and accuracy compared to the original algorithm 
in testing functions F3 and F4. Moreover, in F4, it even 
converged perfectly to the global OS, and by observing the SD, 
the ISATS algorithm had a slightly higher SD in the F3 
function than the WOA algorithm. In the F4 function, the SD 
was significantly lower than that of the WOA and GWO 
algorithms, and it exhibited extremely fast CS. The CS, 
accuracy, and stability of the ISATS algorithm showed good 
performance through testing function analysis. 

TABLE I. TEST FUNCTION EXPRESSION AND RELATED PARAMETERS 

Function Expression Dimension Value range 

HD unimodal function 

2

1 1
( )




n

ii
F x x

 
30 [-100,100] 

2 11
( ) 

  
n n

i i ii
F x x x

 
30 [-10,10] 

HD multimodal function 
 3 1

( ) sin


 
n

i ii
F x x x

 
30 [-500,500] 

2

4 1
( ) 10cos(2 ) 10


    

n

i ii
F x x x

 
30 [-5.12,5.12] 

TABLE II. TASK, VM, AND HOST RELATED PARAMETERS 

Argument Value Argument Value Argument Value 

Number of tasks 200 Task length 
Rand 
(1000,10000) 

Input file size 300MB 

Output file size 300MB Number of virtual machines 10 Virtual machine memory 512MB 

VM broadband 500MB Processing speed 1000 Processor core 1 

Host memory 2GB Host storage capacity 1000000MB Host broadband 10000M 
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Fig. 7. High dimensional unimodal test function results. 
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Fig. 8. High dimensional multimodal test function. 

C. Simulation Analysis on the Grounds of ISATS Algorithm 

This study kept the number of CC tasks scheduled at 200 
and observed the impact of different numbers of VMs on 
algorithm scheduling performance by increasing the number 
of VMs. The outcomes are showcased in Fig. 9. Fig. 9(a) 
showcases the influence of the number of VMs on the CT. The 
outcomes showed that the CT of each algorithm decreases 
with the increase of the number of VMs, with the shortest CT 
of the ISATS algorithm being 8.6 seconds. Fig. 9(b) 
showcases the influence of the number of VMs on load 
balancing. The outcomes showcased that the load balancing 
degree of each algorithm grows with the growth of the number 
of VMs, with the highest load balancing degree of GWO 
algorithm reaching 5.1. The outcomes showcased that the 
ISATS algorithm possesses high efficiency and low load 
balancing, and the selection of the number of VMs needs 
determining by actual needs. If model efficiency is taken as 
the primary consideration, the number of VMs can be 
increased. If load balancing is taken as the primary 
consideration, the number of VMs can be reduced. 
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Fig. 9. The impact of the number of VMs on the scheduling performance of 

the model. 
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When keeping the number of VMs at 20, this study 
observed the impact of task quantity on algorithm scheduling 
performance, and the outcomes are showcased in Fig. 10. Fig. 
10(a) showcases the impact of work quantity on CT. Fig. 10(b) 
showcases the impact of workload on load balancing. In Fig. 
10(a), compared to the GWO algorithm, as the tasks increased 
from 50 to 500, the ISATS algorithm reduced the CT by up to 

28.8%. In Fig. 10(b), the system load of the ISATS algorithm 
was significantly improved. This may be because the ISATS 
algorithm utilizes the improved global search ability of SA in 
the early stage to provide TS with a good initial solution, 
while TS itself has strong optimization ability, which improves 
the final performance of the algorithm. 
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Fig. 10. The impact of workload on scheduling performance. 

To further analyze the scheduling performance of the 
model, the influence of observing the number of tasks on the 
algorithm's fitness value was studied, and the outcomes are 
showcased in Fig. 11. In Fig. 11, the overall fitness of the 
ISATS algorithm exceeded that of the WOA and GWO 
algorithms, and as the tasks grew, the absolute difference in 
fitness also gradually increased. The overall fitness value of 
the ISATS algorithm proposed in the study was about 5.6% 
better than that of the WOA algorithm. The reason is that the 
fitness value is directly relevant to the weight coefficient of 
the optimization objective, which makes the ISATS algorithm 
have a lower fitness value. On the grounds of the above results, 
the study proposed that the ISATS algorithm has good 
performance in both CT and load balancing, which can further 
optimize the CC TS model. 
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Fig. 11. The impact of workload on algorithm fitness values. 

V. DISCUSSION 

In the study of CC TS, ISATS hybrid algorithm showed 
remarkable performance advantage. The experimental data 
indicated that the ISATS algorithm shows excellent CS and 
accuracy, which is superior to WOA and GWO algorithm in 
both unimodal and multimodal test functions. In addition, 
simulation experiments with different number of VMS and 
tasks showed that the ISATS algorithm can effectively reduce 

task CT and improve the load balancing degree of the system. 
In the HD multimodal test function, the ISATS algorithm not 
only rapidly converged to the global optimal solution, but also 
had significantly higher stability and optimization ability than 
the comparison algorithm, which verified the applicability and 
efficiency of the hybrid algorithm in dealing with complex 
optimization problems. The main reason is that the ISATS 
algorithm, by integrating SA and TS techniques, effectively 
avoided the common problem of falling into the local optimal, 
while enhancing the global search capability. The significant 
contribution of this study is to provide an efficient algorithmic 
framework for resource scheduling problems in large-scale 
and complex CC environments. The design of ISATS 
algorithm takes into account the computational efficiency and 
optimization quality, ADAPTS to the changing task demand 
and resource allocation state, and significantly improves the 
flexibility and response speed of TS. In addition to CC, the 
structure and performance characteristics of ISATS algorithms 
are also applicable to other areas requiring resource 
scheduling and optimization, such as big data processing, 
industrial automation, and intelligent transportation systems. 
By adjusting the parameters and optimizing the target, the 
ISATS algorithm can be widely used in a variety of 
compute-intensive and data-intensive application scenarios, 
and has wide application potential and practical value. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

A TS model for CC was studied to address the limitations 
in handling multi-objective tasks. By combining SA with TS 
and utilizing SA's global search ability and TS's efficient 
optimization ability, a CC TS model on the grounds of the 
ISATS algorithm was constructed. The model proposed in the 
study had an optimal value of 7.15E-247 in HD unimodal 
testing functions. In the average and SD results, the average 
value of ISATS was 1.27E-229, with a SD of 0. In HD and 
multimodal testing, the ISATS algorithm converged steadily to 
the global OS, demonstrating better search ability and stability. 
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In the simulation experiment, as the number of VMs increased, 
the CT of the ISATS algorithm was 8.6 seconds. Compared 
with the GWO algorithm, the CT was shortened by up to 
28.8% as the tasks increased. The research results indicated 
that the ISATS algorithm showed significant advantages in CC 
TS, especially in dealing with large-scale TS problems, 
effectively improving efficiency and load balancing. Although 
the ISATS algorithm performed well in simulation 
experiments, there are still shortcomings. For example, the 
model still needs to be applied and analyzed in actual CC 
environments. It further optimizes algorithm parameters to 
adapt to more diverse application scenarios. In future research, 
the ISATS algorithm can be utilized to different CC scenarios, 
like cloud storage, big data processing, etc., to evaluate its 
performance in various applications. 
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